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Abstract
The Koopman operator theory is an increasingly popular formalism of dynamical systems theory which enables analysis and prediction of the nonlinear dynamics
from measurement data. Building on the recent development of the Koopman model
predictive control framework [1], we propose a methodology for closed-loop feedback
control of nonlinear flows in a fully data-driven and model-free manner. In the first
step, we compute a Koopman-linear representation of the control system using a variation of the extended dynamic mode decomposition algorithm and then we apply model
predictive control to the constructed linear model. Our methodology handles both fullstate and sparse measurement; in the latter case, it incorporates the delay-embedding
of the available data into the identification and control processes. We illustrate the
application of this methodology on the periodic Burgers’ equation and the boundary
control of a cavity flow governed by the two-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations. In both examples the proposed methodology is successful in accomplishing
the control tasks with sub-millisecond computation time required for evaluation of the
control input in closed-loop, thereby allowing for a real-time deployment.

Keywords: Flow control, Koopman operator theory, Feedback control, Dynamic mode
decomposition, Model predictive control
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Introduction

Flow control is one of the central topics in fluid mechanics with an enormous impact on
other fields of engineering and applied science. Its wide range of applications includes, just
to name a few, reduction of aerodynamic drag on vehicles and aircrafts, mixing enhancement
in combustion and chemical processes, suppression of instabilities to avoid structural fatigue,
lift increase for wind turbines, and design of biomedical devices. To emphasize the impact of
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flow control, it is worth noting that discovery of efficient flow control techniques for reduction
of drag on ships and cars can result in mitigation of yearly CO2 emission by millions of tons
and annual savings of billions of dollars in the global shipping industry [2, 3].
Despite all the interest and continuous effort, the flow control still poses a daunting
challenge to our theoretical understanding and computational resources. The main source
of difficulty is the combination of high-dimensionality and nonlinearity of fluid phenomena
which results in computational or experimental models which are too complex and costly
to control using well-developed strategies of modern control theory. The recent advances in
numerical computation has led to partial success with active control of flows using models
based on Navier-Stokes equations [2, 4–6]; however, these methods suffer from two major
shortcomings: first, nonlinear models obtained from Navier-Stokes are still high-dimensional
and computationally costly, thereby not allowing for fast implementation of nonlinear and
computationally complex control techniques such as nonlinear model predictive control, and
second, linear models used with LQR/LQG or adjoint-based controllers often rely on local
linearization around equilibria or a trajectory of the flow which makes them valid only locally,
and may result in suboptimal or even unstable control performance.
An alternative approach that has gained traction in the last two decades is identification
of relatively low-dimensional flow models from data provided by numerical simulations or experiments. Some of the data-driven methods combine the measurement data with underlying
physical model to identify models of the system. The major examples include construction of
(usually autonomous) state space models via Galerkin projection of the Navier-Stokes equations onto the modes obtained by proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) of data [7–9], or
identification of linear input-output systems using balanced POD [10, 11]. There are also a
few applications of system identification methods to construct linear input-output models
purely from data, including the eigensystem realization algorithm [12, 13], as well as subspace identification and autoregressive models [14, 15]. Utilization of the above techniques
in a variety of problems has shown great promise for low-dimensional modeling and control
of complex flows from data.
In this paper, we present a general and fully data-driven framework for control of nonlinear flows based on the Koopman operator theory [16,17]. This theory is an operator-theoretic
formalism of classical dynamical systems theory with two key features: first, it allows a scalable reconstruction of the underlying dynamical system from measurement data, and second, the models obtained are linear (but possibly high-dimensional) due to the fact that the
Koopman operator is a linear operator whether the dynamical system is linear or not. The
linearity of the Koopman models is especially advantageous since it makes them amenable
to the plethora of mature control strategies developed for linear systems. This framework
for design of controller, is called Koopman-MPC and follows the work in [1]. In the first
step of our approach, we build a finite-dimensional approximation of the controlled Koopman
operator from the data, using a variation of the extended dynamic mode decomposition algorithm (EDMD) [18], with a particular choice of observables assuring linearity of the resulting
approximation. The ideal data would include measurements on a number of system trajectories with various input sequences. In the second step, we apply the model predictive control
(MPC) to these linear models to obtain the desired objectives. The distinguishing feature is
that this framework leads to a linear MPC, solving a convex quadratic programming problem, and thereby enables a rapid solution of the underlying optimization problem, which is
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necessary for real-time deployment. This methodology can be also applied to problems with
sparse measurements, i.e., problems with a limited number of instantaneous measurements
(e.g. point measurements of the velocity field at several different locations). In that case,
delay-embedding of the available measurements (and nonlinear functions thereof) is used to
construct the Koopman-linear model; the MPC is then applied to the linear system whose
state variable is the delay-embedded vector of measurements.
The outline of this paper is as follows: A brief review of related work is given in section 1.1.
Section 2 gives a review of the Koopman operator theory for dynamical systems with input.
In section 3, we describe the EDMD algorithm for construction of the Koopman-linear model
from measurement data. In section 3.1, we discuss using delay-embedding to construct
and control Koopman-linear models from sparse measurements. An overview of the MPC
framework is given in section 4. In section 5, we present two numerical examples: the
Burgers’ system on a periodic domain and the 2D lid-driven cavity flow. We formulate the
control problem for these cases using various objectives and demonstrate our approach for
both full-state and sparse measurements. We summarize the results and discuss the outlook
in section 6.

1.1

Review of related work

The Koopman operator formalism of dynamical systems is rooted in the seminal works
of Koopman and Von Neumann in the early 1930s [16, 19]. This formalism appeared mostly
in the context of ergodic theory for much of the last century, until in mid 2000’s when the
works in [20, 21] pointed out its potential for rigorous analysis of dynamical systems from
data. The notion of Koopman mode decomposition (KMD) which is based on the expansion
of observable fields in terms of Koopman operator eigenvalues and eigenfunctions was also
introduced in [21]. KMD was first applied to a complex flow in [22] where its connection with
the DMD numerical algorithm [23] was pointed out. The work in [22] showed the promise
of this viewpoint in extracting the physically relevant flow structures and time-scales from
data. Following the success of this work, KMD and its numerical implementation through
DMD, has become a popular decomposition for dynamic analysis of nonlinear flows [24–28].
The application of the Koopman operator to data-driven control of high dimensional
systems is much less developed. The earliest works on generalizing the Koopman operator
approach to control systems was presented in [29, 30] accompanied with a numerical variation of DMD algorithm [31]. To the best of our knowledge, however, the only application
for feedback control of fluid flows are the works in [32, 33]. The work in [32] considered the
problem of flow control using a finite set of input values. For each value of the input, a
Koopman-linear model was constructed from the data and the control problem was formulated as a switched optimal control and implemented in a receding horizon fashion. This
methodology was successfully used for tracking reference output signals in Burgers equation
and incompressible flow past a cylinder. The work in [33] proposed to remove the restriction
of the input to a finite set, by interpolating between the Koopman-linear systems for each
input value which led to an improvement of the control performance. In [1] (which this work
is based on), a more general extension of the Koopman operator theory to systems with
input was presented, and used to construct linear predictors especially suitable for model
predictive control, demonstrating the effectiveness of the approach (among other examples)
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on the control of the Korteweg-de Vries PDE. The results in [1] showed superiority of the
controlled Koopman-linear predictors constructed from data to models obtained by local linearization and Carleman’s representation both for prediction and for feedback control. Let
us also mention the earlier work in [34] that utilized KMD to construct the normal forms,
for dynamics of the flow past an oscillating cylinder; the input forcing appeared as a bilinear
term in the normal forms for this flow. See [35] for application to pulse-based control of
monotone systems as well as [36] for system identification and [37] for state estimation.
The numerical engine behind the system identification part of the framework presented
in this paper is the Extended Dynamic Mode Decomposition (EDMD) algorithm proposed
in [18]. Although the original DMD algorithm was invented independent of the Koopman
operator theory [23], the connection between the two was known from early on [22], and
DMD-type algorithms have become the popular methods for computation of the Koopman
operator spectral properties. Nevertheless, the convergence of DMD algorithms for approximation of Koopman operator is just recently established in [38, 39]. For application of
Koopman-MPC to systems with sparse measurements, the EDMD is modified to include the
delay embeddings of instantaneous measurements. Delay embedding is a classic technique
in system identification literature (see, e.g., [40] for a comprehensive reference) and control
as well as in linear and nonlinear time-series analysis (e.g., [41]). In the field of dynamical
systems, the classical reference is the work of Takens [42] on geometric reconstruction of
nonlinear attractors. The work in [43] suggested the combination of this technique with the
DMD algorithm for identification of nonlinear systems and its role in approximation of the
Koopman operator was studied in [38, 44]; the use for control, in the Koopman operator
context, was described in [1].

2

Koopman operator theory

In this section, we first review the basics of the Koopman operator formalism for autonomous dynamical systems and then discuss its extension to systems with input and output. We will focus on discrete-time dynamical systems to be consistent with the discretetime nature of the measurement data, but most of the analysis easily carries over to the
continuous-time systems. We refer the reader to [17,45] for a more detailed discussion of the
Koopman operator basics.
Consider the dynamical system
x+ = T (x),

x∈M

(1)

defined on a state space M . We call any function g : M → R an observable of the system,
and we note that the set of all observables forms a (typically infinite-dimensional) vector
space. The Koopman operator, denoted by K, is a linear transformation on this vector space
given by
Kg = g ◦ T,

(2)

where ◦ denotes the function composition, i.e., (Kg)(x) = g(T (x)). Informally speaking, the
Koopman operator updates the observable g based on the evolution of the trajectories in the
4

state space. The key property of the Koopman operator that we exploit in this work is its
linearity, that is, for any two observables g and h, and scalar values α and β, we have
K(αg + βh) = αKg + βKh,

(3)

which follows from the definition in eq. (2). We call the observable φ a Koopman eigenfunction associated with Koopman eigenvalue λ ∈ C if it satisfies
Kφ = λφ.

(4)

The spectral properties of the Koopman operator can be used to characterize the state space
dynamics; for example, the Koopman eigenvalues determine the stability of the system
and the level sets of certain Koopman eigenfunctions carve out the invariant manifolds and
isochrons [46–48]. Moreover, for smooth dynamical systems with simple nonlinear dynamics,
e.g., systems that possess hyperbolic fixed points, limit cycles and tori, the evolution of
observables can be described as a linear expansion in Koopman eigenfunctions [49]. In
these systems, the spectrum of the Koopman operator consists of only point spectrum (i.e.
eigenvalues) which fully describes the evolution of observables;
n

K g=

∞
X

vj φj λnj .

(5)

j=0

where vj is called the Koopman mode associated with Koopman eigenvalue-eigenfunction
pair (λj , φj ) and it is given by the projection of the observable g onto φj . See [22] for more
detail on Koopman modes, and [49] on the expansion in (5).
The extension of the Koopman operator theory to a controlled system denoted by
x+ = T (x, u),

x ∈ M, u ∈ U,

(6)

requires one to work on the extended state space, which is the Cartesian product of the state
space M and the space of all input sequences `(U) = {(u0 )∞
i=0 | ui ∈ U}. We denote the
extended state space by S = M × `(U). Now, given an observable g : S → R we can define
the non-autonomous Koopman operator,
∞
(Kg)(x, (ui )∞
i=0 ) = g(T (x, u0 ), (ui )i=1 ).

(7)

See [1] for more details on this extension. We emphasize that the linear representation of
the nonlinear system by the Koopman operator is globally valid and generalizes the local
linearization around equilibria [49].

3

Construction of Koopman-linear system

In this section, we review the construction of the Koopman-linear system as proposed
by [1] using the EDMD algorithm [18]. We are looking to approximate the dynamics of the
nonlinear flow via a linear time-invariant system such as
z + = Az + Bu
x̂ = Cz.

z ∈ Rn , u ∈ Rk ,
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(8)

Consider the set of states and inputs of the nonlinear system in the form of
X = [x1 , . . . , xK ],

+
+
X + = [x+
1 , x2 , . . . , xK ],

U = [u1 , . . . , uK ].

(9)

where x+
j = T (xj , uj ). Let

>
g(x) = g1 (x) . . . gm (x)

(10)

be a given vector of possibly nonlinear observables. These functions may represent userspecified nonlinear functions of the state as well as physical measurements (i.e., outputs)
taken on the dynamical system (or nonlinear functions of such outputs). We are going
to assume that we only have access to values of the observables, and therefore, explicit
knowledge of the state variable in (9) is not required. By collecting data on the dynamical
system, we can form the lifted snapshot data matrices
Xlift = [g(x1 ), . . . , g(xK )],

+
+
Xlift
= [g(x+
1 ), . . . , g(xK )],

U = [u1 , . . . , uK ].

(11)

These data matrices are the lifted coordinates of the system in the space of observables.
Note that, as in [1], we have not lifted U coordinates to preserve the linear dependence of
the predictor on the original input. The matrices A, B and C are then given by the solution
to the linear least-squares problems
+
min kXlift
− AXlift − BU kF ,
A,B

min kX − CXlift kF
C

(12)

where k · kF denotes the Frobenius norm. The analytical solution to these two problems can
be compactly written as

  + 
†
A B
Xlift Xlift
.
(13)
=
C 0
X
U
When snapshot matrix Xlift is fat (i.e. number of columns exceeds number of rows), it is
more efficient to compute the matrices by solving the normal equations
V = MG,

(14)

with the unknown matrix variable M and given matrices
 + 
>


>
Xlift Xlift
Xlift Xlift
V =
, G=
.
X
U
U
U
The solution M to (14) provides the matrices A, B, C through


A B
M=
.
C 0
The matrices A and B describe the linear dynamics of the Koopman-linear state z = g(x).
The prediction of the original state x is obtained simply by x̂ = Cz. See [39] for a convergence
analysis of EDMD for approximation of Koopman operator.
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3.1

Sparse measurements and delay embedding

When the number of observables measured on a dynamical system is insufficient for
construction of an accurate model, we can use the delay embedding of the observables.
Delay embedding (i.e., embedding several consecutive output measurements into a single data
point) is a classical technique ubiquitous in system identification literature (e.g., [40]) but also
in the theory of dynamical systems for geometric reconstruction of nonlinear attractors [42].
It has also been utilized in the context of Koopman framework in [20,38,50]. The key feature
of delay embedding here is that it provides samplings of extra observables to realize the
Koopman operator. To be more precise, if we have a sequence of measurements on a single
observable h at the nd time instants ti , ti+1 , . . . , ti+nd −1 , we can think of them as sampling
of the nd observables [h, Kh, . . . , Knd −1 h] at the single time instant ti . Here, we describe
how we can incorporate delay-embedding into identification and control of Koopman-linear
models. The only requirement for identification is that we should have access to at least
nd + 1 sequential time samples on the trajectories where nd is the chosen number of delays.
Let h be the vector of instantaneously measured observables on the dynamical system
(e.g., point measurements of the velocity field), and nd be the delay embedding dimension.
Consider the state and input matrices described in (9), but now assume that they contain a
string of sequential samples with length nd + 1, i.e., for some j, we have
xi+1 = T (xi , ui ),

i = j, . . . , j + nd − 1.

(15)

We can delay embed the measurements on this string to construct a pair of lifted coordinates
in the space of observables,




h(xi )
h(xi+1 )
..
..




.
.








h(x
)
h(x
)


i+nd −1 
i+nd 
ζj = 
(16)
 , ζj+ = 
 , i = j, . . . , j + nd − 1.
ui

 ui+1 





..
..




.
.
ui+nd −1
ui+nd
It is easy to check that ζj+ = Kζj . By delay-embedding the observations on all sequential
strings of data, we can form the new matrices
Ỹ = [ζ1+ , ζ2+ , . . . , ζL+ ].

X̃ = [ζ1 , ζ2 , . . . , ζL ],

(17)

We can once again lift the data using a vector of nonlinear user-specified functions g to form
the new lifted matrices,
Xlift = [g(ζ1 ), g(ζ2 ), . . . , g(ζL )],
Ylift = [g(ζ1+ ), g(ζ2+ ), . . . , g(ζL+ )].

(18)

Having Xlift , Ylift and input matrix U defined, we solve the the least-squares problems (12)
to find the linear system matrices. It is very important for the lifting function g to have a
meaningful dependence on ui , . . . , ui+nd . This allows EDMD to approximate the dynamics
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of the extended state space and discern the effect of previous inputs in the evolution of the
state.
The linear predictor in this case would be
z + = Az + Bu
ζ̂ = Cz,

(19)

Here ζ̂ denotes the prediction of the “embedded” state ζ (note that when ζ̂ is employed
for controller design, typically only the part of ζ̂ corresponding to the most recent output
prediction is used).

4

Model predictive control

The methodology presented in the last section allows us to construct a model of the
flow in the form of a linear dynamical system (8). In this work, we will apply MPC to this
linear model to control the original nonlinear flow, but other techniques from modern control
theory could be applied as well; see the survey [51] or the book [52] for an overview of MPC.
In the context of MPC, we formulate the control objective as minimization of a cost function
over a finite-time horizon. The general strategy is to use the model in eq. (8) to predict the
system evolution over the horizon, and use these predictions to compute the optimal input
sequence minimizing the given cost function along this horizon. Then we apply only the first
element of the computed input sequence to the real system, thereby producing a new value
of the output, and repeat the whole process. This technique is sometimes called the receding
horizon control. In the following, we describe the notation and some mathematical aspects
of this technique. The distinguishing feature when using the lifted linear predictor (8) is
that the resulting MPC problem is a convex quadratic program (QP) despite the original
dynamics being nonlinear. In addition, the complexity of solving the quadratic problem
can be shown to be independent of the size of the lift if the so-called dense form is used [1],
thereby allowing for a rapid solution using highly efficient QP solvers tailored for linear MPC
applications (in our case qpOASES [53]).
−1
N
Let N be the length of the prediction horizon, and {ui }N
i=0 and {yi }i=1 denote the
sequence of input and output values over that horizon. A very common choice of cost
functions is the convex quadratic form,

−1
N
>
>
J {ui }N
(20)
i=0 , {yi }i=1 = yN QN yN + q yN
+
+

N
−1
X

>
>
yi> Qi yi + u>
i Ri ui + qi yi + ri ui

i=1
u>
0 R0 u0

+ r0> u0 ,

where Qi=0,...,N and Ri=0,...,N −1 are real symmetric positive-definite matrices. The above cost
function can be used to formulate many of the common control objectives including the
tracking of a reference signal. For example, assume that we want to control the flow such
that its output measurements follow an arbitrary time-dependent output sequence denoted
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by {y ref }i . We can formulate this objective as minimization of the distance between {y}i
and {y ref }i , and the corresponding cost function over the finite horizon would be
N
 X
>

−1
N
J1 {ui }N
,
{y
}
=
yi − yiref Q yi − yiref ,
i i=1
i=0

=

i=1
N
X
i=1

yi> Qyi − 2 yiref

>

Qyi + yiref

(21)
>

Qyiref .

where Q is the weight matrix that determines the relative importance of measurements in
y. Note that the last term in the above equation is not dependent on the input or output,
and therefore it does not affect the optimal solution. By dropping this term, and letting
qi = −Q> yiref , we obtain
−1
N
J1 {ui }N
i=0 , {yi }i=1



=

N
X

yi> Qyi + qi> yi ,

(22)

i=1

which is a special form of eq. (20). In the numerical examples presented in this paper, we
will use this type of cost function.
The MPC controller solves the following optimization problem at each time step of the
closed loop operation


N −1
N −1
N
{u?i }i=0
, {yi? }N
i=1 = arg min J {ui }i=0 , {yi }i=1
s.t.
zi+1 = Azi + Bui , i = 0, . . . , N
yi = Czi
(23)
y
u
Ei yi + Ei ui ≤ bi , i = 0, . . . , N − 1,
EN yN ≤ bN
z0 = g(ζc ),
where ζc is the delay-embedded vector of measurements
ζc = [h(xk−nd +1 ), . . . , h(xk ), uk−nd , . . . , uk−1 ]>

(24)

x
u
The matrices Ei=0,...,N
−1 , Ei=0,...,N −1 and EN define polyhedral state and input constraints. This is a standard form of a convex quadratic programming problem which can be
efficiently solved using many available QP solvers - in our case qpOASES [53]. The computational complexity can be further reduced by expressing the lifted state variables z in
terms of the control inputs u, thereby eliminating the dependence on the possible very large
dimension of z; see [1] for details.
−1
?
Once the optimal input sequence {u?i }N
i=0 is computed, we apply its first element u0 to the
system to obtain a new output measurement which updates the current state ζc ; the whole
process is then repeated in a receding horizon fashion. Algorithm 1 summarizes the closedloop control operation, and the entire algorithm for implementation of the Koopman-MPC
is illustrated in Figure 1 .
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Algorithm 1 Koopman MPC – closed-loop operation
Initialization: h(x−nd ), . . . , h(x−1 ), u−nd , . . . , u−1
1: for k = 0, 1, . . . do
2:
Measure h(xk ).
3:
Set ζc = [h(xk−nd +1 ), . . . , h(xk ), uk−nd , . . . , uk−1 ]> .
4:
Set z0 := g(ζc )
5:
Solve (23) to get an optimal solution (u?i )N
i=1
6:
Apply u?1 to the nonlinear system
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sha1_base64="m4ACr3fSpGxFXKUqZOk7NoGi9r4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="GntSqVO4hT3I67sxum/0vPY3weU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="kJS3h/88cnyZxNgbNyIojpmB4sc=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="vdsb0r5Hl4JiZScOA6Gsc3xX6/s=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="t4RqpfbnosiamC4Jegr+78oJRMI=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="ZvEjMGRluAEVZRgtyhIMzB0lltA=">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</latexit>

Xlift , Ylift , U
<latexit sha1_base64="hATEJXF6RGghgYmlPk6c1N6CSL0=">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</latexit>

A, B, C

<latexit sha1_base64="Ul1rj0sanbsOLLuxkUSbIsMVU0w=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="+pDj1W5RrLCHFb9k7F1hAyPykr8=">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</latexit>

{h(xi ), ui }

<latexit sha1_base64="X/uzk1+jZgU6GarwRbi+j2T+64s=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="DrleDY0j+Ld5Vn5lr4kTqxlKz1Y=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="mMOyXKtWB3BkDVmA/nLbG+dFDRw=">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</latexit>

&

<latexit sha1_base64="lER5jVa6px9DonGbZYmlkySby7c=">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
sha1_base64="lER5jVa6px9DonGbZYmlkySby7c=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="vdsb0r5Hl4JiZScOA6Gsc3xX6/s=">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</latexit>
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of Koopman-MPC framework for identification and closedloop control of nonlinear flows.

5

Numerical Examples

5.1

2

Burgers equation

As the first example, we consider the Burgers equation with periodic boundary condition,
∂v
∂v
∂ 2v
+v
= ν 2 + f (z, t),
∂t
∂z
∂z
v(0, t) = v(1, t)

z ∈ [0, 1], t ∈ [0, ∞).

(25)
(26)

where ν is the kinematic viscosity. Note that we have used z to denote the spatial coordinates
in the flow examples, hoping that it will not be confused with the Koopman-linear state in
2

The MATLAB mp ementat on of the examp es s ava ab e at https://github.com/arbabiha/
KoopmanMPC_for_flowcontrol
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(8). Similar to [32], we assume the forcing f (z, t) is given by
f (z, t) = u1 (t)f1 (z) + u2 (t)f2 (z),
2
= u1 (t)e− 15(z−0.25) + u2 (t)e−

(27)
2

15(z−0.75)

(28)

with the control input u = (u1 , u2 ) ∈ R2 .
The control objective is to follow the reference state
1
vref (z, 0 ≤ t < 2) = ,
2
vref (z, 1 ≤ t < 4) = 1,
1
vref (z, 4 ≤ t < 6) = ,
2

(29)

starting from the initial condition,
v(z, 0) = ae−

5(z−0.5)

2

+ (1 − a) sin(4πz).

(30)

with a ∈ [0, 1] chosen randomly, and with the input signals constrained as |u1 |, |u2 | < 0.1.
To construct the Koopman-linear system, we have used 50 two-second long trajectories
with ν = 0.01. Each trajectory starts from a random initial condition as in (30). The input
control at each time instant is randomly drawn from the uniform distribution on (u1 , u2 ) ∈
[−0.1, 0.1]2 . The Burgers equation upwind finite-difference scheme for advection and central
difference for diffusion term, with 4th-order Runge-Kutta time stepping performed on 150
spatial grid points with time steps of 0.01 second.
In case of full-state measurements, we use the vector of values of v at the computational
grid points, the kinetic energy of v, and the constant observable (ψ(v) = 1). The cost
function to be minimized is the kinetic energy (L2 -norm) of the state tracking error,
Z 1
|v(z, t) − vref (z, t)|2 dz.
(31)
e(t) =
0

For the sparse measurement scenario, we assume that we only have access to the vector
of sparse measurements v s = h(v) which consists of values of v at 10 random grid points. We
form the Koopman-linear state vector by including delay embedding of v s with embedding
dimension nd = 5, the kinetic energy of instantaneous measurements kv s k2 , and the constant
observable. That is
ζc = [v s (ti−4 ), . . . , v s (ti ), u(ti−4 ), . . . , u(ti−1 )]> ,
g(ζc ) = [ζc> , kv s (ti )k2 , 1]> ∈ R60 .

(32)
(33)

We define the tracking error as
e(t) =

1 s
s
kv (t) − vref
(t)k2 ,
m
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(34)

and the predicted objective function used within the MPC is then
Z T
J=
e(t) dt,
0

where the prediction horizon is set to T = 0.1. After spatio-temporal discretization, this
objective readily translates to the form (20) with N = 10.
The results of the controlled simulation for both scenarios are depicted in fig. 2. In
both cases, the state successfully tracks the reference signal; however, the controller built via
sparse measurements is slightly delayed compared to the case of full-state measurement which
can be attributed to the construction of the Koopman-linear state using delay-embedding.
We note that the tracking error during the transient phases is caused by input saturation as
documented by the plot of the control input signal.
Robustness with respect to the parameter ν. One question that arises in the context
of low-dimensional modeling is wether the models constructed at some parameter value
would be robust enough for prediction at other values. In order to test the robustness of
Koopman-linear model in case of Burgers, we use the model constructed above using sparse
measurements to control the Burgers system at various values of ν ∈ [10−4 , 0.1]. The results
in fig. 3 indicate that Koopman-linear model constructed at the parameter regime ν = 0.01
is remarkably effective over a wide parameter range, and the control performance is very
robust. As expected, however, the input signal and tracking error in the diffusion-dominated
regime (large ν) is less fluctuating, as the diffusion helps the controller to stabilize the state
around the spatially-uniform reference state in (29).

5.2

2D lid-driven cavity flow

In the second example, we consider an incompressible viscous flow in a square cavity
which is driven by motion of the top lid. The dynamics of the cavity flow is governed by the
Navier-Stokes equation, which, in terms of the stream function variable reads
∂ψ ∂ 2
∂ψ ∂ 2
1 4
∂ 2
∇ ψ+
∇ ψ−
∇ψ=
∇ ψ, (z1 , z2 ) ∈ [−1, 1]2 , t ∈ [0, ∞),
∂t
∂z2 ∂z1
∂z1 ∂z2
Re
∂ψ
ψ
=ψ
= 0 and
= f (z1 , t),
∂z2 z2 =1
z1 =±1
z2 =−1

(35)
(36)

where ψ(z1 , z2 , t) is the stream function, Re is the Reynolds number, and f1 (z1 , t) is the
velocity of the top lid which acts as the forcing on the system. We assume that we can
control the top lid velocity,
f (z1 , t) = (1 + u(t))(1 − z12 )2 ,

(37)

with the control input u ∈ R.
The autonomous cavity flow with Re ≤ 10000 converges to a steady velocity profile (i.e.
fixed point in the state space) which consists of a large central vortex with downstream
corner eddies. At around Re = 10500, a Hopf bifurcation makes the fixed point unstable
12

Figure 2: Koopman-MPC for control of Burgers system. Input signals, tracking error and state
evolution in for closed-loop simulation using Koopman-linear models constructed by full-state measurements
(150 observables) and sparse measurements (10 observables).

and the solutions up to Re = 15000 converge to a limit cycle. In this regime, the boundary
of the central vortex oscillates due to the periodic shedding of vortices from the downstream
corners. At higher Reynolds, the flow dynamics grows more complicated and ultimately
becomes chaotic at high Reynolds. More details on the dynamics and the numerical scheme
used to solve (35) can be found in [54].
We consider two control problems for the lid-driven cavity flow:
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Figure 3: Robustness of Koopman-MPC with respect to parameter ν. The tracking error and
state evolution for controlling the flow at various values of ν using a controller constructed at ν = 0.01 .

Problem 1) We aim to stabilize the limit cycling flow at Re = 13000 around the fixed point
solution at Re = 10000. This problem has the trivial solution u0 = −3/13, since
the effective Re is proportional to the top velocity and u = u0 would set back the
flow to the fixed point at Re = 10000. To avoid the trivial solution, we use the
input constraints −2/13 < u < 2/13.
Problem 2) Using the same input constraints, we try to stabilize the limit cycling flow at Re =
13000 around the unstable fixed point solution at the same Re. This problem is
specially challenging since the linearization around this fixed point has eigenvalues
with positive real part that are not controllable. This implies that the nonlinear
system is not stabilizable and there is no linear or nonlinear (regular) feedback
control that could achieve the full stabilization [55].
The construction of the Koopman-linear system is similar to the Burgers system; we have
used 300 two-second long trajectories of the system with control inputs that are randomly
drawn from [−3/13, 3/13]. The initial condition for each trajectory is a random convex
combination of the stable fixed point at Re = 10000, a point on the limit cycle and the
14

unstable fixed point at Re = 13000. The unstable fixed point is computed via the method
proposed in [56]. For the full-state observation, we use the values of the stream function
on the 50 × 50 computational grid, the kinetic energy and the constant observable. For
the case of sparse measurement, we use the values of stream functions at k = 2, 5, 50, 100
random points inside the flow domain, the l2 vector norm of observed stream function values,
and the constant observable. According to section 3.1, the dimension of the state space for
the Koopman-linear system built from sparse measurements will be n = 16, 31, 256, 506
respectively, which is considerably smaller than the Koopman-linear system with full-state
observation (n = 2502).
Let ψref denote the stream function at the target fixed point. In the case of the full-state
measurements, we define the tracking error to be the kinetic energy of the flow distance from
the reference state, i.e.,
Z
e(t) = ek (t) :=
|v(t) − vref |2 dz1 dz2 ,
(38)
Ω

where v = (∂ψ/∂z2 , −∂ψ/∂z1 ) is the velocity field, and Ω is the flow domain.
In the case of sparse measurements, let ψs be the vector of stream function measurements.
Then the tracking error will be the l2 -norm of distance from the reference measurements,
that is,
e(t) = kψs (t) − ψs,ref k2 .

(39)

The objective function of the MPC is then given by
Z T
e(t) dt,
J=
0

where the prediction horizon is set to T = 0.2. After spatio-temporal discretization, this
objective function readily translates to to the form (20) with N = 20.
Figure 4 shows the kinetic energy of the state discrepancy (ek defined in (38)) in applying
the Koopman-MPC to problem 1. All the closed-loop simulations start from the same initial
condition on the limit cycle. The Koopman-MPC, except for k = 1, 2, is successful in
considerably reducing the flow distance from the desired state over finite time. The control
inputs and the flow evolution for some values of k and full-state observation is shown in
fig. 5. In the case of full-state observation, the input signal is mostly saturated at the lower
bound which results in a lower effective Re for the flow, and hence getting closer to the
fixed point at Re = 10000. However, the controller occasionally uses bursts to speed up
the stabilization. The effect of these intermittent bursts on the control can be deduced by
comparison with the control input with k = 5 which is saturated at the lower bound at all
times.
Figure 4 also suggests that the control performance of the Koopman-linear systems generally scales with the number of measured observables, i.e., larger number of observables
results in better control performance. This indicates that there is a reasonable tradeoff between the sparsity of measurements and the control performance. Moreover, the full-state
observation offers less than 10 percent improvement over k = 50 in the terminal discrepancy,
which indicates that the cavity flow dynamics is approximately low-dimensional and it can
15

be effectively captured using low-dimensional models from data. We have observed that the
choice of measurement location in the flow domain may significantly affect the control performance for very small k, e.g. k = 1, 2, 5, and results reported in the figures only represent
the typical behavior of controllers built on sparse measurements.

Figure 4: Control Performance for stabilization around the steady solution at Re = 10000.
Normalized kinetic energy of flow distance for cavity flow controllers built by Koopman-MPC with various
number of measurements (k), as well as LQR based on local linearization of Navier-Stokes.

A standard technique for flow stabilization is to use linearized Navier-Stokes with linear
control strategies. Figure 4 shows the performance of such technique (labeled bounded
NS-LQR) in achieving the control objective of the first problem. In this method, the NavierStokes equation is linearized around the reference fixed point, and an optimal state feedback
gain is computed that would minimize the cost function in (38) over an infinite-time horizon
for the linearized system (see Appendix for detail). At each time step, the computed optimal
input is bounded by the constraints identical to the MPC setting and then applied to the
nonlinear system. This method results in an input signal which is saturated at the lower
bound and therefore its performance is identical to the case of Koopman-MPC with k = 5
measurements. This method is successful in substantially reducing the tracking error, but
unlike the Koopman-MPC framework, it is not capable of exploiting the nonlinearities far
from the fixed point to speed up the stabilization. Moreover, this method is model-based
and its performance is likely to degrade when uncertainties in estimating fluid properties, or
input modeling errors are present.
The performance of the Koopman-MPC framework for stabilization around the fixed
point at Re = 13000 (problem 2) is shown in fig. 6. Recall that the target fixed point is not
stabilizable and no feedback solutions exist that could asymptotically bring the state to the
fixed point. Nevertheless, the controllers based on Koopman-linear systems are capable of
substantially reducing the tracking error (e.g. down to 40 % with k = 100). The behavior
of controllers is similar to the previous problem, i.e., they tend to decrease the effective
Re and use occasional bursts to accelerate the stabilization. An interesting observation is
that the controllers built on delay-embedding of measurements perform better than the one
16

Figure 5: Closed-loop control of cavity flow evolution with Koopman-MPC. Discrepancy in the
vorticity of controlled state, and input signal, for full-state and sparse measurements. The measurement
locations are marked via crosses in the leftmost column. The performance of bounded NS-LQR is identical
to the Koopman-MPC with k = 5.
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with full-state measurements. This shows the effectiveness of using nonlinear observables
such as delay-embedded measurements to predict the nonlinear evolution. Note that for this
problem, the linearized system around the fixed point is not stabilizable and there is no clear
start point for designing feedback control based on linearization techniques commonly used
in flow control.

Figure 6: Control Performance for stabilization around the steady solution at Re = 13000:
Normalized kinetic energy of state discrepancy and the input signals for cavity flow controllers built by
Koopman-MPC with various number of measurements (k). The steady solution is not stabilizable and there
is no optimal feedback solution for LQR.

Computation time Table 1 summarizes the average computational time3 required to evaluate the control input at each time step of the closed-loop operation. We report separately
the computation time tembed required to build the state of the Koopman linear system by
embedding the available measurements and the time tMPC required to solve the optimization
problem (23) in the dense form 4 using the active set qpOASES solver [53]. As evident from
the table, combination of the Koopman linear representation and convex quadratic programming of the MPC framework leads to computation of the control input in a fraction of a
millisecond. Note that in both examples the bulk of the computation time is spent on embedding the sparse measurements to build the Koopman linear state; this step requires data
manipulation carried out purely in MATLAB and could be sped up by a tailored implementation (e.g., in C). Of course, in a real-world implementation of this framework on nonlinear
flows, other factors including the time to record and process the physical measurements
should also be considered.
3

The computations were carried out in MATLAB running on a 3.40 GHz Intel Xeon CPU and 64 GB
RAM.
4
The conversion of the optimization problem (23) to the dense form consist in solving for the state
variables (z1 , . . . , zN ) in terms of the control inputs (u0 , . . . , uN −1 ) and the initial state z0 using the linear
recursion z + = Az + Bu; the result of this straightforward linear algebra excercise can be found in the
appendix of [1].
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Table 1: Computation time for Koopman MPC of cavity flow and Burgers equations and NS-LQR
control for cavity flow. The symbol “—” signifies a negligible embedding time in the case of full
state measurement.

# of measurements k

embedding dimension n

tembed [sec]

tMPC [sec]

Burgers

10
150

62
152

4.71 · 10−5
—

Cavity

1
2
5
50
100
2500
2500

11
16
31
256
506
2502
2501

1.51 · 10−4
1.54 · 10−4
1.52 · 10−4
1.55 · 10−5
1.66 · 10−4
—
—

2.28 · 10−7
2.95 · 10−7

NS-LQR

6

8.96 · 10−6
5.05 · 10−5
4.19 · 10−5
3.07 · 10−5
7.59 · 10−5
4.44 · 10−6
tLQR = 6.55 · 10−5

Conclusion and outlook

In this work, we discussed the application of the Koopman-linear MPC framework, first
proposed in [1], for data-driven control of nonlinear flows. The key idea is to approximate the
Koopman operator from data to obtain finite-dimensional linear systems that approximate
the nonlinear global evolution of the system and use these systems as the predictor in the
model predictive control framework. The combination of Koopman-linear representation of
the dynamics and MPC leads to a convex quadratic programming problem that is solved
at each time step; this is accomplished using highly efficient and tailored solvers for linear
MPC. Moreover, the proposed framework is based solely on data and therefore robust to
uncertainties and errors in available models of the nonlinear system. In the problems considered in this work, the Koopman MPC framework showed superior performance compared to
feedback strategies based on local linearization and with sub-millisecond computation time.
An important direction for the future work would be to optimize the data collection process to obtain more accurate and efficient Koopman linear models. This requires addressing
two problems: first, finding efficient methods for sampling the extended state space of the
nonlinear system; in this work we used random initial condition and random input sequences
in the domain of interests to generate data for the EDMD algorithm. The second problem is
identifying observables that provide the best finite-dimensional approximation of the Koopman operator in the space of observables. Using machine learning techniques (e.g, [57, 58])
combined with sampling approaches (e.g., [59]) within the Koopman-MPC framework could
automatize the choice of observables as well as improve control performance.
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Appendix: Model-based optimal control of cavity flow
In this section, we describe the design of LQR controller for lid-driven cavity flow based
on linearization around the steady solutions. Consider the Navier-Stokes equation in (35)
written as
∂
Eψ = f (ψ, u)
(40)
∂t
and let ψ0 be the fixed-point solution corresponding to the input u0 , i.e., f (ψ0 , u0 ) = 0. The
linearized Navier-Stokes equations around this equilibrium is given by
∂
E ψ̃ = Aψ̃
∂t

(41)

with
E : = ∇2 (·),
∂
1 4
∂ 2
∂
∂ 2
∂ψ0 ∂ 2
∂ψ0 ∂ 2
∇ (·) −
A :=
(·)
∇ ψ0 +
(·)
∇ ψ0 −
∇ (·) +
∇ (·) .
Re
∂z2 ∂z1
∂z1 ∂z2
∂z2 ∂z1
∂z1 ∂z2
and ψ̃ is stream function in the linearized equations. Similar to (37), the control input to
the system is the amplitude of the top velocity lid, which results in the following boundary
conditions,
ψ̃

= 0,
∂Ω

∂ ψ̃
∂n

= 0,

and

z1 =±1 or z2 =−1

∂ ψ̃
∂z2

z2 =+1

= u(t)(1 − z12 )2 ,

(42)

with ũ as the deviation from the base input u0 .
In order to transform the boundary control problem into the standard linear timeinvariant (LTI) format, we introduce the extension function
1
H(z1 , z2 ) = (1 − z12 )2 (1 + z2 )2 (z2 − 1),
4

(43)

and use the change of variables
η(z1 , z2 ) = ψ̃(z1 , z2 ) − H(z1 , z2 )ũ(t),

(44)

The linear system in the new variable reads
∂
dũ
Eη = Aη + AH ũ − EH ,
∂t
dt

(45)

with homogeneous boundary condition,
η

=
∂Ω

∂η
∂n
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= 0.
∂Ω

(46)

The above is in fact an LTI descriptor system which can be written as

  
  

∂ E
0 η
A
AH η
−EH dũ
=
+
.
1 ũ
0
0
ũ
1
∂t 0
dt
or in a more compact form,
˙
Eẋ = Ax + Bũ,

(47)

where x = [η, ũ]> is the embedded state. We are interested in finding the optimal input
dũ/dt (and ũ) for the above system that minimizes the cost function,

Z ∞Z
2
2
2
˙ dt
(48)
|v| dA + α1 ũ + α2 (ũ)
J(x, u̇) =
0

Ω

where v = (∂ ψ̃/∂z2 , −∂ ψ̃/∂z1 ) is the velocity field of the linearized system.
We have used the Chebyshev collocation scheme [60] to spatially discretize the linear
system in (47) and the cost function in (48) . We have chosen α1 = α2 = 10−6 to minimally
penalize the input and avoid infinitely large solutions. If the linear system is stabilizable (for
example in the case of steady solution at Re = 10000), solving the continuous-time algebraic
Riccati equation (ARE) (see e.g. [61] for descriptor formulation of ARE), would give the
optimal feedback gain k = [kη ku ]. The LQR optimal input ũ is then computed by time
stepping the following ordinary differential equation
ũ˙ = −ku u − kη η = −ku ũ − kη (ψ̃ − H ũ),
and the input u = u0 + ũ is applied to the nonlinear system. If the fixed point is not linearly
stabilizable, such as the steady solution at Re = 13000, then ARE does not have a solution
and there is no stabilizing input.
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